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Abstract
Background: During transit of the Sun across the constellation Libra in
the month of October and November 2020 we experimentally observed the
variation of secondary gamma radiation flux (SGR) at Udaipur (270 43’ 12.00”
N, 750 28’ 48.01” E), India. We interpret such variation of SGR flux on the basis
of gravitational lensing effect produced by the Sun and constellation Libra,
radiation from constellation and gravitational pull-on background radiation
by constellation Libra and Sun. Objective: The study is to observe secondary
gamma radiation flux during transit of the Sun across the constellation
Libra. Method: For this experimental study we used ground based NaI (Tl)
Scintillation detector. Data were collected around time from 17.0 IST to 17.30
IST on date October 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and November 2, 4, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 2020.
The detector was pointed towards the Sun in this whole experimental study.
Finding: Analyzed data showed significant variation of secondary gamma
radiation flux (SGR) in month of October and November. Novelty: Due to
transit of the Sun across the constellation Libra on the surface of Earth
secondary gamma radiation flux varies. In the Month of October from 27
October to 31October secondary gamma radiation flux decreases from240084
to 230424 while in themonth of November fromNovember 2 onward dates up
to 12 November the secondary radiation flux increases from 234414 to 242816
and then started to decrease on date 13, 14 November 2020.
Keywords: Cosmic radiation; solar radiation; secondary gamma radiation; the
Sun; Libra constellation; gravitational pull; radiation from constellation;
gravitational lensing effect

1 Introduction
Cosmic radiation travels at nearly the speed of light and it is compos of about 89%
protons, 10% of helium, and about 1% of others heavier elements (1–3). This type of
radiation propagates through space, arrives on the Earth. Energy range of primary
cosmic radiation is from 109eV- 1020 eV or more (4). Radiation coming from the Sun is
known as solar radiation (SR). Simpson, J. (1983) (5) pointed out chemical abundances
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of cosmic radiation in different energy range. Cosmic radiation (CR) and solar radiation (SR) strikes on atoms of the
atmosphere of the Earth produce secondary particles known as secondary radiation (6). Therefore, penetrating radiation
produced secondary shower (7). Particles increase rapidly as thesemove downward in the atmosphere and in each interaction the
particles loose energy (8,9). Secondary particles have pions, muons, neutrinos gamma radiation, electrons and positrons. In this
way secondary particles shower down through the atmosphere to the Earth’s surface (10). Such radiation has three components
as electromagnetic components, hadronic component and masonic component (11–13).

Gamma radiation in secondary particles known as secondary gamma radiation (SGR) flux. At surface of the Earth secondary
radiation can be detected using appropriate detector (14,15).

A. S. Eddington and collaborators in a famous experiment during a total solar eclipse in 1919 observed the gravitational
lensing effect due to Sun. Electromagnetic radiation bends by the massive objects when passing near the object. It is due to
gravitational field of the object (16–18). The object could be a Star, galaxy or a cluster of galaxies.

During solar eclipses various researches (19–23) observed the variation of radiation flux.
In (24) observed variation in secondary gamma radiation flux during lunar eclipse. It can be explained on the basis of bending

of primary cosmic radiation and solar radiation due to combine gravitational lensing effect of Sun and Earth and back scattered
Secondary flux form the Moon.

Using Scintillation counter system (25) did experimental of phases of moon in the month of September 2000 to observe
secondary radiation flux. This experimental study had been planned to observe gravitational lensing effect. On September 9
and 10, 2000Moon passes background of Capricornus constellation and on these dates, we observed change in energy spectra
of secondary gamma radiation due to gravitational lensing effect.

With the fact that during different celestial events happening in sky,modulate flux of cosmic and solar radiationwe conducted
ground based experimental study of transit of Sun across constellation Libra using scintillation detector at Udaipur, India.

2 Experimental setup and observations
The Scintillation detector of Nucleonix make (SD 152 F) flat type (Figure 1) was used to detect the secondary gamma radiation
flux. Size of NaI (Tl) crystal is 2” x 2” and optically coupled with photo multiplier tube. This set up was connected to 1k multi-
channel analyzer (MC1000with 1024 channel) ofNucleonixmakewith usb interface built in high voltage and shaping amplifier.
For this experimental study the Scintillation counter system kept open to collect the counts as a function of time on the roof
of Astronomy Laboratory of Department of Physics, Bhupal Nobles’ University Udaipur (270 43’ 12.00” N, 750 28’ 48.01” E)
(Rajasthan) India. Data were collected around time from 17.0 IST to 17.30 IST on date October 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 andNovember
2, 4, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14. The detector was pointed towards Sun in this whole experimental study.

Fig 1. Scintillation Counter System
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3 Results
We started observation from October 27. The dates of observation were October 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and November 2, 4, 6, 11, 12,
13, 14, 2020.

As depicted in Figure 2 the panels of SGR flux integrated data files between channel and dates of month October were taken
around time from 17.0 IST to 17.30 IST.

Fig 2. Panels of SGR flux integrated data files
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Also, Figure 3 represents for the month of November the panels of SGR flux integrated data files between channel and dates
were taken around time from 17.0 IST to 17.30 IST.

Fig 3. Panels of SGR flux integrated data files
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Using above panels of SGR flux integrated data files, wemade Figures 4 and 5which represent integrated counts of secondary
gamma radiation flux with respect to dates in month of October and November 2020.

Fig 4. Integrated counts of secondary gamma radiation flux

Fig 5. Integrated counts of secondary gamma radiation flux
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We made combine Figure 6 for the month of October and November between date and integrated counts to represent clear
variation of secondary gamma radiation flux:

Fig 6. Integrated counts of secondary gamma radiation flux

Figure 6 represents that between the dates 27 October to 31 October secondary gamma radiation flux decreases from 240084
to 230424. From November 2 onward dates up to 12 November the secondary radiation flux increases from 234414 to 242816
and then started to decrease on date 13, 14 November 2020. From date 27 October to 31 October the Sun was shifted away
from the constellation Virgo. From November 2 the sun was approaching towards Libra constellation. The Sun was in the Libra
constellation on date November 12, and we observed the highest counts. After this date the Sun started to shift away from Libra
constellation and we observed less secondary gamma radiation flux on dates 13, 14 November.

4 Discussions
1. From Figure 6 we conclude that from 27 to 31 October onward integrated counts decreases because the sun was moved

away from Virgo constellation. Therefore, we observed decreasing counts.
2. From November 2 the Sun was approaching towards Libra Constellation. On date November 12 the Sun was in the

constellation Libra, and we observed the highest counts in this experimental study. The probable reasons are radiation
from constellation, combine gravitational pull and gravitational lensing effect by the Sun and constellation on background
radiation. Therefore, more radiation pulled and bent which may produces more shower of secondary gamma radiation
particles in the atmosphere of the Earth.

3. After November 12 the Sun was shifted away from the constellation, and we observed fewer counts on comparison to
November 12.

5 Conclusion
Variation of secondary gamma radiation flux during transit of Sun across constellation Libra is another signature. From
November 2 the Sun was approaching towards Libra Constellation. On date November 12 the Sun was in the constellation
Libra, and we observed the highest counts in this study as shown in Figure 6. Therefore, this study confirms the effect on
secondary gamma radiation flux at the surface of the earth during transit of the Sun across constellation Libra. Using results of
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this study one can plan to observe variation of secondary radiation flux at the surface of the earth during transit of Sun across
different constellations.Thus, this study helps to understand the variation of radiation flux during such astronomical events due
to the combined gravitational lensing effect and gravitational pulling effect on the background radiation due to Constellations
and Sun and radiation from constellations.
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